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W e’ve all received countless Christmas cards — some memorable, some easilyforgettable. We’ve heard countless Christmas carols — some we never tire of,some once heard soon forgotten. We’ve seen countless representations of the
Nativity — some invite a loving lingering look, others leave us cold. 
My work of art may be your throwaway. There’s no accounting for taste. Each artist —
through paint or words or music — tries to capture something at least of what he or she is
imagining. It may be no more than a partial insight, a particular aspect of an event or
season or story, but it invites us to pause and listen, to stand and admire, to hear or see it
from a unique perspective. No artist pretends to take it all in, no musician hears it in its
entirety, no poet captures the whole experience. 
Some people are surprised when the four gospels tell this or that episode differently. Some
are surprised when Luke’s Christmas story is different from Matthew’s. All four evangelists
— Mark, Matthew, Luke and John — record different sayings of Jesus on the cross. We are
inclined to ask, “But what did he really say?” We want to know exactly what happened. 
Have you ever heard two versions of the same story from two participants? Both
versions may well be correct depending on each one’s point of view or memory or
particular take on what happened. If we look for certitude we can feel cheated, but if we
look for magnitude we can feel enriched.
Our 2009 Calendar covers familiar ground as it goes full circle from the Epiphany Star to
the folk art Christmas. Along the way it touches on seasonal or liturgical stories, it offers
artistic interpretations that encourage us to enter these stories from a different viewpoint. 
It may just hint at one or other aspect of a story. Not every month will appeal to everyone.
But in its overall vibrancy of colour, its unexpected point of view, its affirmation of our own
understanding or its challenging of what we had envisaged happening, it may draw us more
and more into each season or event, opening up a new take or affirming a long-held
conviction. 
Religion that deals only with doctrines, rules and regulations, do’s and don’ts can leave
us cold. It speaks to the head —and that is important — but it leaves much within us
untouched. What of the imagination, in particular the religious imagination? 
Late in life Irish poet William Butler Yeats wrote:
God guard me from those thoughts men think 
In the mind alone;
He that sings a lasting song
Thinks in a marrow-bone.* (A Prayer for Old Age)
Dry as dust, dead as a doornail — two reactions to much religious language. Where is
the connection to my life? Where is the appeal to my heart, to my imagination? Jesus didn’t
talk “theology”. He told stories, he invited his hearers to learn from everyday events. He
didn’t bypass the ordinary on the way to God. He didn’t overlook the secular on the way to
the sacred. One writer has said that his greatest contribution to religion was to insist that
there is no profane — the most ordinary, the stuff of everyday, the regular return of the
seasons, the work of Monday to Saturday, the relationships of friend with friend, farmer
with land, fishermen with the lake, owners with servants, sister with sister. In and through
all of these seemingly mundane bits and pieces of life God is present, God is to be found,
God makes his presence felt. Every season can be sacramental.
It takes some looking and maybe some faith-leaping, some tuning in rather than tuning
out, some expectation that through the months and weeks of 2009 there will be an
epiphany, a moment or experience of the inbreaking God in what might otherwise be just
another January-December year. 
Patrick Fitzpatrick CSSp
* Marrow: 1 the soft tissue that fills the cavities of most bones. 
2 the inmost or essential part, the heart of the matter.
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